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Aiming Higher For
The People of
Suffolk
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Lofty Heights has two clear aims; to improve people’s quality of life in their
own homes whilst providing jobs and training for local young people.

Springing into Spring
This year has started very well for us at Lofty Heights. We’ve settled into our new home. As you can see
below we have fabulous new jackets to complete our updated uniform. Thank you to East of England Co-op
for your donation. You may have seen our new website, thanks to Ewan Phillips and British Gas Ignite
Programme. You can now sign up to our newsletter, contact us and look at all the services that we provide.
You can even donate to our crowdfunding cases. www.lofty-heights.org Take a look.

Thanks to Recreate for personalising the team’s new jackets
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Lofty Heights Donate Appeal
We have a new venture. We have taken
the decision to make a more direct
approach to the difficulties of funding.
You may have seen our Facebook page
and Twitter feeds promoting the new
Donate page on our website. We have
chosen this route as direct funding from
agencies is starting to dry up. We are
seeing a direct correlation in cuts to
budgets and the services provided to
people.
For Lofty Heights, a declutter is not about whittling down a person’s collection of diamonds to allow for more
space to display their art collection. We deal with cases where people are enduring hazardous conditions due
to physical or mental ill-health. In some cases people have got into a muddle following a period of ill-health,
bereavement, or trauma. We also have cases of hoarders, and those who live with them, who simply cannot
cope with the sheer scale of their belongings. This causes serious detriment to health for all involved. There
are systems in place to support some people, but there is a hidden need for people who are outwardly
managing their lives. They may hold down jobs, raise their children and, outwardly, be coping well with their
lives. Yet behind closed doors they live in chaos.
We have four such cases on our books. They do not meet the criteria for social services intervention, they
may own their own homes, or work, and several households contain children. They are living on the breadline.
Unable to fund the work themselves they are trapped in their cluttered homes. Their children face social
exclusion and live in shame of their living conditions, the adults have reached the stage where they simply do
not know where or how to start.
But they have started. They have called us. I have spoken to people who have taken weeks to get up the
nerve to call our number, or have had to ask a friend to do so because they can’t face doing it themselves. It
may not sound like much but it is a milestone in facing up to the problem. We then do all that we can to
signpost them to agencies to get the support they need. So, if you can help, click on our Donate page. If you
know of any schemes or funds available for this sort of crisis, that we haven’t already approached, then get in
touch with us.

New Leaflets
Coming soon to a desktop near you! With so many changes happening (new staff, address, phone numbers)
when our stock of leaflets ran low we decided to fully update them. Our old ones (possibly also at a desktop
near you) are much loved but they simply don’t tell you of the variety of services we now offer. If you would
like a supply to give to your clients (or colleagues) then please email us on info@lofty-heights.org.
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‘Hidden Carers’
Through our hospital discharge work we are constantly uncovering new or hidden carers. People who have
been thrust into a caring role through unexpected illness or accident or those who have been struggling on
without support until they’ve reached crisis point. They contact us initially because they need furniture moved
in the home to make way for a hospital bed or mobility aids to be installed. Where possible we try to respond
to these requests quickly. We understand the importance of freeing up much needed hospital beds and
because we know that often patients and their family carers would rather be at home. We find, after the initial
practical help we provide, that carers come back to us for all sorts of information and signposting to other
organisations or simply to have a reassuring chat as they get to grips with the sudden change in their
circumstances. For some people life has changed almost in the ‘blink of an eye’.

Recognition
If you have seen our new website you may have seen some new logos appear (it’s not a test -promise). In
the last few months we have received our membership pack from Social Enterprise UK. Though our
membership was paid for by the British Gas Ignite programme this is not
a group that you just pay to join. To be a member of SEUK you must
pass strict criteria of eligibility. We are ‘not-for-profit’, we have an asset
lock (meaning no owner or director profits from our assets if we close our
doors), and we are driven to improve our local community (the whole of
Suffolk) at every turn.

Also, as part of our work with the Local Enterprise Partnership we have been
awarded the New Anglia Youth Pledge mark. This is in direct recognition of our
commitment to give real work and training to young people in Suffolk.
“The New Anglia Youth Pledge Marque recognises those organisations pledging to
support the future workforce in Norfolk and Suffolk”
Working in Your Area
When I answer the phone the question I am most often asked is ‘Do you
cover…?’ The answer is mostly ‘yes’! Certainly, if you are asking about Suffolk, we cover every corner of it
from Lavenham to Eye. After that the rules are a little more complex, especially since we regularly break the
rules that we set (in relation to our limits, not our standards). We have a long reach and we do stretch to
parts of South Norfolk, Eastern Cambridge and definitely Essex (we are still assessing the definition of ‘North’
for these purposes) but you might have seen our van in Colchester a time or two. Obviously we can’t commit
to fix a fence in Aberdeen but we’d make it happen in Suffolk!
Our only restriction is cost. We are prepared to reach our rural areas but we do have to cover our costs. If it
takes an hour (or two) to reach you then we have to charge for that time. To hear me say yes (probably) call
01473 345 301 for more information.
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Lofty Heights’ Pilot House Clearance Service
The services that we provide have developed
over time because you, our customers, have
asked this of us.
Since New Year we have been trialling a service
that has been asked of us. House clearance. Now
there are many house clearance services on the
market but as usual, we go more than one step
beyond. Our skills are honed on decluttering, our
teams are trained treasure seekers. And this is
what we do.
Since beginning this trial we have found
thousands of pounds in cash, bonds, jewellery
and other collectibles. We have sent items to
auction houses and passed on several van loads
of serviceable items to be sold in charity shops. We have located vital documents; house deeds, improvement
warranties, birth and death certificates and even a gun!
This is what makes the difference (no, not the gun). Lofty Heights does not profit in any way from other
people’s possessions. Instead we have raised several hundred pounds by selling items on behalf of the owners
to furniture dealers, collectors and through auction houses. That money went straight back to the homeowner
(or their representative). By locating those warranties and deeds we have simplified the process of selling the
property. We collected boxes of treasured items to create memory boxes. We have even read the meters at
the end of the work.
We can offer even more if you want it, as well as clearing and cleaning the house, garden and outbuildings we
could also decorate or cut back an overgrown garden. So whether you are a relative, work for an agency
supporting vulnerable people, or are a friend to someone who needs this service: call us and find out what we
can do for you. 01473 345 301.

Supporting Your Service
We work with local authorities, social and mental health services, and housing associations regularly. We have
our own high standards to uphold but by talking to our partner organisations we constantly tweak our
methods to make sure that we support them too. In a service provision meeting recently we noted that we
could save another service provider an additional property visit if we were to take meter readings when
completing our work. That’s up to three hours of a case worker’s day we’ve saved them, not including the size
of their carbon footprint. We are also able to carry out some more rural property inspections. Could we help
you release staff from time consuming travel tasks? Are you paying professional rates for mundane jobs? Lofty
Heights are making everybody’s lives easier!
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Signposting Service Success
You know we don’t stand still at Lofty Heights. We’ve been running a trial for signposting over the last month
and it has already proved highly successful. When I joined last year it was to offer some temporary admin
relief and set up a marketing framework.
What we uncovered was the desperate need for information. In the last month I have been directly
responsible for two successful applications for Discretionary Housing Payments. This has meant that two
households have been able to pay for their moving costs, one of whom had turned down two suitable
properties because he’d been unable to fund the amount of support he would need to move. I have also been
able to provide information on Carer’s Assessments to a housing department previously unaware of them. This
would potentially increase their client’s income and provide them with the support that they were sorely
lacking. (Not to mention adding to that entire department’s knowledge base).
If you think we might be able to help then call the office Monday to Wednesday (until 3pm) on 01473 345
301. We are looking for funding to enable us to fully pilot this service, so watch this space.

Mental Health
Training
We recently went on a mental health training course organised by Suffolk Mind. It was very helpful for us to
understand what people are going through when dealing with their illness. This training also helped us to
understand more about our own mental health and how to take care of ourselves

Team News
Lofty Heights….. It’s not just the company name, but what
we encourage our team to aspire to. Remembering our
roots are in providing employment and training opportunities
for local young people we like to challenge, encourage,
develop and inspire all members of our team, whatever their
age. We told you last time about Simon passing his driving
test. Well things are even better now. He and Shahab, who
has been driving our van for some time now, both recently
had a driving assessment by an independent instructor
through Suffolk County Council. They both passed with
flying colours. So Lofty Heights has two more nominated
drivers we are confident will help us get safely to the parts
of Suffolk that some companies don’t reach. Our next
challenge is to find the funds to be able to purchase a bigger second vehicle. Can you help?
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Round Up From Dave - Our Team Leader
Where do I start? This year has got off to a flying start for us. The work is stacking up nicely which brings its
own challenges but it’s all moving in the right direction. For the team the increase in demand means more
hours, more responsibility and more financial stability for us. Along with giving us the opportunity to build on
the already diverse skill set we are grateful to currently have within the team.
Case Study
At Lofty Heights we prioritise work according to individual circumstances. We respond very quickly when
needed, either for hospital discharges, deep cleans due to illness or sometimes to prevent eviction. One of our
recent jobs was with a family of four living in a very cluttered and chaotic property. The family had been given
a deadline for the house to be sorted or eviction
proceedings would be initiated.
The occupants were privately renting- a mother
and her partner, both living with mental health
conditions, including anxiety and depression. Also
resident were the daughter and her partner, she
having lived for years with anxiety and he lives with
schizophrenia.
The family had been private tenants in the property
for ten years, but had never been visited by the
landlord. They were known to the mental health
team, though the case worker had not visited the
home.
Despite an assessment being done, action plan
drawn up and repeated contact made to offer dates
for the work, it took six months and a threat of
eviction for the work to be given the go-ahead. The
property and the mental health of those living there had further deteriorated in that time.
Within a very tight timescale and even tighter budget we managed to work with the family to clear and clean
their home. This included; removing nine years of accumulated rubbish, including bottles, cans and food
waste from the daughter’s bedroom, clearing a bedroom full - floor to ceiling with refuse bags, emptying an
overflowing cat litter tray from the kitchen, and deep cleaning a kitchen work surface covered with food
waste.
No-one chooses to live with an overflowing cat litter tray in their kitchen or piles of rubbish overtaking their
bedroom. These aren’t ‘lifestyle choices’, they are indications of serious underlying mental health needs. There
is also the issue of young people learning that chaos is a way of life.
We understand the need to work sensitively with people in their homes, and support them to accept the help
we offer. We worked with this family for four days, clearing and cleaning their home and helping remove the
threat of eviction. Before we started work they reported feeling overwhelmed, helpless and fearful for their
future. The feedback we got was that of a sense of relief and reduced anxiety.
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Case study before and after
photos

Words from Olive!
I enjoy the opportunity, when I can, to pause and reflect on what we have been doing; in the last three
months or so we have been busier than ever, particularly in regard to our declutter work. We seem to be
receiving requests to work with people in more challenging circumstances and I am wondering why?
I would like to think that this is because, as we approach our fifth birthday, that the word has got out about
the sensitive and caring way that we work with people living in difficult circumstances, that is great. I know
from our feedback, by emails, letters and cards, that our team do a great job and really go the extra mile to
make a difference. However, I think that it is also a reflection of the difficult financial times organisations and
individuals find themselves in. It seems that some people are having to wait longer for help.
In this newsletter Jaki talks about the information she has been able to provide that has made a significant
difference to the lives of three vulnerable people. This is just since January. This is more relevant considering
this is information these people would access from a support worker or group but recently these seem to be
disappearing fast.
Georgina’s case study demonstrates how complex some people’s lives are and the resulting chaos and clutter
in the home is a symptom of this. It is very important that definition between symptom and lifestyle choice.
Also, the devastating impact of growing up in a cluttered or chaotic home. The social isolation involved and
the ‘normalising’ of hoarding or neglectful behaviour.
We have always developed and built our services around our customer’s needs. So, as we approach our fifth
birthday we are excited about developing our Signposting Service and hope, later in the year, to consider
giving work experience and employment opportunities to another group of young people. These are all, of
course, subject to funding and the demand on our service continuing to grow.
For more information about any of our services or if you would like to arrange a visit to our new office please
phone us on 01473 345 301.
From all of us here at Lofty Heights, thank you for reading.
Olive Quinton
Founding CEO
Lofty Heights
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